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Step 3 & 4)
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We have been conducting a series of benchmark tests of the strong motion simulation methods for three years since 2009. We
chose the three most popular methods for this purpose: the theoretical methods (the wavenumber integration method, the discrete
wavenumber method, and the thin-element method), the stochastic Green function method, and the numerical methods (the finite
difference method and the finite element method). In this presentation, we show the results of the theoretical methods for the
steps 3 and 4; the former is a point source and the latter is extended sources in flat-layered structures, as shown in the tables 1
and 2.

We have obtained the following conclusions. All the results show good agreements in the assigned frequency range (0 - 5 Hz).
However, the results for no-damping media show slight differences at very high frequencies, because some groups used very
high-Q values, whereas the other group used the Phinney method. In addition, there are slight differences for the a point source
on the free surface and the surface faulting model. This is because that the some use the exact surface source model, and the other
used the source slightly under the surface.

Please check the following web site for more details.
http://kouzou.cc.kogakuin.ac.jp/benchmark/index.htm
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